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Read more Edit the brilliant scientist is plucked from the company's lab and sent to India to sell the genetically modified rice she created - which she doesn't realize will destroy the farmer she thinks helps. Plot Summary | Add Synopsis Taglines: Journey to a Place With the Rhythm of All
Your Own Comedy | Musical | Romance Certificate: See All Certifications » Parents Guide: Add Content Advice to Parents » Edit Directors Have Spent Three Years Pitching Composers for a Movie. Eventually they managed to get Stone Gossard (from Pearl Jam) as Baron's brother knew
the guy who played poker with him, Sugarland as music executive Bonnie Greenberg worked with one of their composer friends, and David Baerwald as he sat next to Greenberg at the restaurant. See more » Linda: [after rudely waking up from sleep on the boat] Chromosome! See more »
User reviews Edit release date: 9 February 2018 (USA) See more » Also known as: Basmati Blues - Liebe im Reisfeld See more » Edit Cumulative Worldwide Gross: $15,605 More info about IMDbPro » Basmati Blues, For fun, Red Baron Movies More » Runtime: 106 min Aspect ratio:
2.35: 1 See full technical specifications » IMDb Rating: 3.8/10 Genre: Comedy, Musical, Romance Director: Dan Baron Release date: 5 October 2017 Star Cast: Brie Larson, Utkarsh Ambudkar, Scott Bakula Movie Story: A brilliant scientist is plucked from the company's lab and sent to
India to sell the genetically modified rice she created - which she doesn't realize will destroy the farmer she thinks helps. || Download via individual links Size 1.7Gb || Torrent Download Stream in HD Download in HD [amazon_link asins='B078X694D5' template='ProductAd'
store='doblumovies-20' marketplace='US' link_id='882290 Brie Larson and Donald Sutherland Sing In This Musical You have to wonder how oscar winner Brie Larson, near the peak of her career, ended up on a random project like Basmati Blues. This is one credit you will regret on your
IMDB page. A cross-cultural romantic comedy and musical from director Danny Baron, it has already been lambasted for its cultural insensitivity to India and inept filmmaking. The new film is a bizarre mix of Broadway shows, vapid Hollywood musicals, and older Bollywood films. It's almost
worth seeing this turkey for Brie Larson's relentlessly happy and upbeat enthusiasm singing and dancing her way through the film. The musical romantic comedy stars actress Brie Larson as an American scientist sent to India, selling her company's genetically modified rice to poor rice
farmers. Somehow the great Donald Sutherland was also tied up in making the film as a senior corporate government. He plays the role of villain with a separate knowledge of what is right and wrong for farmers. His character, however, is one of many stereotypical characters filling out the
musical. Kitsch conspiracy is a simple love story with a few heavy cultural-specific thrown like a nod to Bollywood. Dr. Linda Watt (Brie Larson) created genetically modified rice with her father played by Scott Bakula. A brilliant young scientist is plucked from his company's lab, sent to India
by a chief executive (Donald Sutherland) to become the friendly face of selling contracts to poor local farmers. Unknown to her, the contracts contain a clause that all but ensure that the company can have its land. ... scenario is ridiculously poor at developing a relationship Upon arrival,
Linda is overwhelmed and culture-shocked by India. She is introduced by an ambitious young man meant to guide her through her corporate roles across India, William Patel (Saahil Sehgal). Linda then meets Rajit (Utkarsh Ambudkar), a college student who believes in a better way for local
rice farmers with his own invention. Despite their initial antagonism, or perhaps because of it, she inexplicably begins to fall on him. While American stars Brie Larson and Donald Sutherland are big names, this musical is really aimed at a large Bollywood audience. Brie Larson does her best
with chipper, a playful performance that is endlessly positive. But there is little real chemistry with her romantic interest and the script is ridiculously poor at developing a relationship. Relying on any number of clichés and tropes to move the narrative along, the rushed ending literally involves
a train wreck - which is preferable than you can imagine. I'm not sure what audience this movie was intended for. The music, featuring original songs by Pearl Jam and Kristian Bush of Sugarland among others, is mostly fluffy material suitable for a Broadway show or Bollywood movie. Most
actors bring perfunctory singing performances, including Brie herself. A former teen singer who released an ill-selling album in 2005, Brie's future lies firmly in acting. It's telling that Donald Sutherland admits in special features that he wasn't even aware it was a musical before signing up for
the project. Critics are piling on this film with a mostly American cast that portrays an entirely inetentive depiction of India. Some have even gone so far as to call it racist, which in this case is probably too far off the bridge. Basmati Blues is simply a bad movie that badly tries to incorporate
some Bollywood spice flavor and ends up differently. It's a film that would be perfect for the Mystery Science Theater 3,000 crew to dismantle without remorse. Video Tell what you'll think of Basmati Blues as a movie, but no one can argue with its excellent video quality on Blu-ray. From the
lush green leaves seen in India to the colorful clothes worn by locals, this 2.35:1 presentation sparkles with fantastic clarity and definition. The 106-minute main function gets a thorough AVC encoded for top-notch parameters. Stricken from a technically perfect 2K digital intermediate and
transmission, it is a crisp, vivid picture quality. Razor-sharp definition reveals excellent level of detail Textures. The bright color palette is set in perfect contrast with the perfect image tone. Basmati Blues has a pristine look with all the right videophile features. His impressive 1080P video
showcases the film's vivid imagery. It's practically travelogue if you want to see rice farming up close in India. Audio Musical romantic comedy comes with a satisfying 5.1 DTS-HD MA soundtrack. Featuring original music by Pearl Jam and Kristian Bush of Sugarland, Basmati Blues sounds
like the result of an audio mixer between Broadway showtunes and Bollywood musicals. World musicians Sid Khosla from Goldspot, Dave Baerwald and Sonu Nigam also contribute to the original songs. None of the songs are particularly memorable and some of the actors are hit-or-miss
as singers. Composer Steven Argila's score gets the most spatial support in this unambitious audio mix. The dialogue is purely reproduced, but live music lacks the sweeping and smooth integration of larger productions. Optional English SDH subtitles are always played in white in a 2.35:1
video. Extra Shout! The factory includes a slipcover for this edition of Blu-ray. The drive's special features include one of the most annoyingly positive, positive comments I've ever heard. The director and his crew may not have been in the big movie, but they certainly did well. Audio
commentary with writer/director Dan Baron, actor Utkarsh Ambudkar, writer Jeff Dorchen, producers Monique Caulfield and Jeffrey Soros - relentlessly positive discussions with a group reminiscent of snafus during production and other anecdotes. Behind-the-Scenes Featurette (2:12 p.m. in
HD) - Interviews with both cast and crew, including star Brie Larson, round out this featurette, which includes footage from the set and the usual behind-the-scenes material. Deleted scenes (12:03 in HD) - Ten deleted scenes are displayed in mostly sequential order. Photo Gallery (09:24 in
HD) Basmati Blues Theatrical Trailer (02:39 in HD) Full Disclosure: This Blu-ray has been provided to us for review. This does not affect the editorial process. Information about how we process revision material can be found on our website about us and you will learn more. The 15
unchanged images below are from Blu-ray. For the other 11 Basmati Blues uncompressed screenshots, early access to all screens (plus 10,000+ already in our library), exclusive UHD reviews, and more, support us at Patreon. Patreon.
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